Solution brief
Intel® and Kx Systems’ kdb+ Database

High Performance for Big Data
Kx Systems’ kdb+ database provides major performance improvements utilizing Intel®
Solid State Drive Data Center P3700 Series and the Intel® Xeon® processor E7-8890.
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have pushed their hardware and
software systems to the limits of their
performance. For businesses that rely
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the Internet of Things (IoT), timestamped — or time-series — data is
being created in more locations at
unprecedented rates. As some may
have expected, to analyze streaming
and historical sensor data creates
challenges that mirror those presented
by financial markets.
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With its built-in programming
language, q, kdb+ has been used by
top investment banks for decades in
the most challenging, time-sensitive
applications. Column-store databases
are generally recognized to be orders
of magnitude faster than relational
database management systems

High Performance for Big Data

Better Together: Evolving
Hardware and Software in
Concert

(RDBMS). In particular, a time-series
columnar database such as kdb+
is particularly well-suited for the
performance and flexibility required
by Wall Street.

improvements, and Kx’s array
programming language, q, is an
excellent fit with these designs. As Intel
has added cores, threads, and vectors,
customers have been able to easily
utilize them through kdb+ by exploiting
the parallelism of the platform, which
manages the complexity of these
architectures “under the hood”,
allowing even minimally-experienced
programmers to get up and running
quickly.

Kdb+ was designed from the start
anticipating Big Data volumes and
the development of large memory,
massively-parallel servers. Intelbased servers evolved from single
core to multi-core CPUs with vector
processing to meet the ever-growing
compute demands of industry. At
one time, 512GB of RAM was only
an aspiration, while most financial
services companies struggled with
data sets that needed to run in 64GB
of memory or less.

Industries beyond finance are
utilizing kdb+ to address their Big
Data challenges because of its small
footprint and flexibility. Kdb+ offers
a simple, powerful, and efficient
in-memory and on-disk columnar
database that is ideal for time-series
data, making kdb+ an appealing
solution in other verticals, including
pharmaceuticals, energy exploration,
and critical infrastructure. For
instance, the ease of integration with
state-of-the-art user interfaces using
kdb+’s built-in, high-performance
WebSocket server implementation
enables faster, more responsive
visualization tools than ever before.

Today, server platforms are delivering
systems with large memory volumes,
some up to 12 terabytes, allowing
Kx users to see their query results
even faster. Intel continues to extend
its support for vector instructions in
its hardware to drive performance

The combined impact of increasing cores, memory size, and
speed by utilizing Intel® Solid State Drive DC P3700 Series
SSDs, Intel® Xeon® processor E7-8890, and the latest Kx
kdb+ database benchmarks has provided a greater than 100x
performance improvement.

Over the last five years, Intel and Kx
have submitted numerous solution
designs for independent benchmarking
against standards defined by user firms
in the STAC Benchmark Council. The results of these tests have improved yearover-year due to enhancements in Intel
architecture, disk storage technology,
and kdb+. The use of vector instructions by Intel, along with increases in
core count and memory, have required
very fast storage to provide data to the
compute engine. Intel SSD technology,
beginning with the 320, followed by the
DC S3700, and most recently the DC
P3700, has greatly increased IOPS and
reduced storage latency. Furthermore,
kdb+’s built-in array programming
language, q, makes full use of additional
cores and vector instructions.

To learn more about Intel SSD DC P3700 Series, visit
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/solid-state-drives/solid-statedrives-dc-p3700-series.html
To learn more about Kx’s kdb+ database, visit www.kx.com
To learn more about the performance evolution of the kdb+ database on the
STAC-M3 benchmark suites, visit www.STACresearch.com
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All referenced reports can be found at https://STACresearch.com/kx
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